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The Classification of Accidental Situations’ Scenarios on
Hydropower Plants
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Abstract. The collapse of hydropower plant could lead to significant financial, social and
environmental damages. Accordingly the issue of safety and reliability is one of major
problems of designing, maintenance and operation. The proposed solution consists in
evaluation of implementation frequency of emergencies scenario, which can be defined by
suggested classification of accidental situations’ scenarios based on systems analysis to
implement incidents on hydropower plants. Emergency scenarios on hydropower plants were
proposed to classify by three criteria: the cause, place and character

1 Introduction
The issue of reliability and safety of hydraulic structures is paid much attention both in Russia and
abroad. Particularly this problem became acute because of the biggest hydro accident in the history of
modern Russia, which took place 17 August 2009 on Sayano-Shushenskaya Hydroelectric Power
Station.
At present, the main task for the energy is to ensure the safe and reliable operation of hydraulic
structures), hydropower plants (complex and unique objects), the collapse of which could lead to
significant financial, social and environmental damages [1-9].
This task includes the development by power plants of "Declaration of safety of hydraulic
structures". In drawing up the declarations of safety, as stated above, the law requires a quantitative
assessment of the level of safety of hydraulic structures. We know that measure of security is a level
of risk:
R  P Y ,
(1)
where P - the probability of an emergency at the facility, and Y - the value of the damage caused as a
result of an emergency. Therefore, for assessing the safety of the facility, the actual task is
determining the scenarios of possible emergency situations on the specific hydraulic structures and
determination of the probability of their realization.
A review of literature on the issues of the safety assessment hydropower plant, and determining
the number and probability of potential accidents at these sites, can be used to allocate the next
methods to resolve it:
 The deterministic method based on the calculation method of limiting states [10-12].
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 A probabilistic approach. It is based on a deterministic method of limiting states, but taking
into account the random variation, as the parameters of materials and possible impacts and
loads [13-14].
 The method of statistical analysis. The basis of this method is the determination of the number
of accidents to implement in relation to the number of objects and considered their life [1517, 7].
 The expert method. It is based on the knowledge and experience of experts to assess the risk of
emergency on hydropower plants [18-22].

2 Materials and methods
From our point of view, the closest to the problem of determining the number and the probability of
accident scenarios on a particular object a method, based on a complex three-dimensional association,
to carry out statistical analysis of actual accidents and expert assessment with use of the general laws
of a particular object. To adapt the method of expert assessment to the definition of the probability of
the causes of accidents at a particular site needs to develop scenarios of possible emergencies [23-26].
All possible scenarios of hydroelectric facilities on emergency situations in the future are treated
as a single set (system). Representing the whole set of particular groups, i.e. classification, is
necessary to select the features that would be independent and common to

N  X 1  const ; X 2  const ; X 3 
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all scenarios analyzable set. Then,
 X 1  const ; X 2  const ; X 3  
j1
j2
j3 
N0
the principle is the principle of allocation of classification groups of scenarios with the same values of
these attributes:
(2)
X 1 , X 2 ,...., X i ,..., X n .
Signs of the scenarios under consideration may be quantitative or qualitative (i.e. their value can
be expressed either a number or a set of quality values). Furthermore, they may be discrete or
continuous values. An important property is the sign and the range of their possible values.
i
Then, if the sign of X is characterized like the discrete value, it receives a set of discrete values:
(3)
X 1i , X 2i , ..., X i i ,... , X i i ,
j

i
specifies the maximum value
where J max

X ii
j

jmax

attribute and therefore the range of change of

X

i

attribute. And X ij i may be a number, if the attribute belongs to quantitative estimation, or it could be
qualitative parameter on an attribute scale if it is quality.
Based on the above, the whole set of scenarios can be divided into separate groups, all
emergencies within these groups are characterized by the same value of the parameters of
classification, i.e.
i
(4)
X ij const (i1,.., n, where j i 1,..., j max
).
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Figure 1. Discrete n-dimensional space of emergencies attributes.

Setting the range of change parameters (J i = 1,…, Jimax, for i= 1,…,n) allows you to calculate the
volume Vn (number of elements) all n- dimensional space of attributes:
2
i
n
Vn  J 1max, J max
, . . . . , J max
, . . . . , J max


n

i
.
J max

(5)

i 1

The introduction of the concept of space of attributes allows determining the coordinates of each
element of this space: ( X1 1 , ....,X i i , .... , X n n ) and thereby determine the position of any class of
j

j

j

accident scenarios. The latter allows implementing the mathematical formalization of operations with
such phenomena as the development of processes of accidents. Introduce the function for the discrete
space of attributes:
(6)
P0 ( X 1j1 ,... X ij"" , ... X nj n ).
This determines the probability of implementation of groups of scenarios of accidental situations,
belongs to an element of the space of coordinates X 1 1 ,.., X i i ,.. , X n n . Then, knowing the value of n
j

j

j

i"

and J max , we can estimate the probability of the realization of all accident scenarios on hydropower
plants. Obviously, the implementation of accident scenario depends on so many factors, that any
attempt to obtain an analytic expression for the function P0 is not feasible at the moment.
Therefore, the only possible solution of the problem is the way of collecting data on the practice of
accidental situations, their classification by attributes X i and calculating the number of
implementations belongs to the elements of PP (the path of experienced tabulation of the
function P0 ).
1
i
n
Let N ( X j1 ,.. X j i , ... X j n ) be the number of accident scenarios with attributes X 1j1 ,.. X iji , ... X nj n

belong to the PP element with same coordinates. Then the relation:
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N ( X 1 1,...,X i ,...,X n n)
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j
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,

N0

(7)

shows the relative frequency implementations of process with coordinates ( X 1j1 ,..., X ij i , ..., X nj n ) to
the total number Nо. of considered accidental scenarios. Obviously, the value of the function
strive to values of function P0 (

X 1j1 ,..., X ij i

,..., X nj n

P0 ( X 1j1 ,..., X iji ,..., X njn ) 䋻

will

) by increasing the number Nо:
N ( X 11 ,..., X i i ,..., X nn )

lim
N 䋻䌲

j

j

N0

j

.

(8)

3 Results and Discussion
Thus, to solve the problem of estimating the frequency of implementation of accident scenarios it is
necessary to:
Identify the main attributes, which will define the classification of the scenarios of processes of
accidental situations; determine the number of the scenario of accident situation that belongs to one or
another element of space of attributes (practically, it is an empirical tabulation of function P0 ).
Since the considered information from data bank is the expert (mixed) mode (requires nonalgorithmic knowledge), then for analysis it is extremely important to have an emergency circuit, as
well as photographs of the failure or accidents and their consequences. The analysis of the distribution
of emergency situations, depending on their scene, mode, etc. is important for designers and operating
personnel sector. Distribution of accidents according to the main reasons for their occurrence is shown
in the corresponding histogram.
From the histogram it can be seen that the main reasons are faults in design (17%), river floods
(12%), filtering (9%), defects in construction and equipment (6%). Therefore, it is extremely
important to raise the quality of the design and provide additional measures of precaution against
floods and filtering [27, 28]. These studies are, of course, give a far from complete picture, however, it
is possible to objectively identify any critical points in the design, construction and exploitation of
hydroelectric power plants.
To carry out the systematic analysis of real accidents to identify common, independent marks of
classification three following attributes can be selected:
1) X i 1 : X 1 — cause of accident (i=1);
2) X i  2 : X 2 — accident scene (i=2);
3) X i  3 : X 3 — accident mode (i=3).
Thus, the system of accidental scenarios on the hydroelectric power plants is proposed to be
1 , J2
3
classified according to three criteria: the cause, scene and mode. The numbers J max
max and J max
at the figure define the number of values taken by the attributes X 1 , X 2 , X 3 . In accordance with the
classification selected features, scenarios of emergency situations of the entire system will be
described by the three-dimensional discrete elements, orthogonal space (see. figure 1). The total
amount of attribute's space, containing all the possible scenarios of real emergencies, according to the
1
2
3
formula (6) is equal to V3  J max
 J max
 J max
 22 17 19  7106 .
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Figure 2. Histogram distribution of accidental situations on hydropower plants depending on the cause of the
accident.

The distribution function of the probability of accidents on the three-dimensional feature space
3
1
2
elements will look like P0 X j1 , X j 2 , X j 3 , where X 11 , X 22 , X 33 — the coordinates, including all the
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scenarios of accidents with these values of classification.
(X 1 ,
j1
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N(X1 , X 2 , X 3 )
)
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j3

.

(9)

Here N ( X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) — the number of actual ongoing accident scenarios with the attributes:
1
2
3
j

X ,X
1
j1

2
j2

j

j

, X ; N 0 — the total number of accidental scenarios;
3
j3

( X 11 , X 22 , X 33 ) — the relative
j

j

j

number (frequency) of unrealized accidental scenarios with the attributes: X 1 , X 2 , X 3 .
1
2
3
j

j

j

Numerical values of N and N0 are determined by analyzing a database of real emergencies, "GTA".
The algorithm of this calculation is represented by the following operations.
1
1
 All cases with one of the characteristic values X (cause): X j1 are selected.
 From the resulting array at paragraph 1 accident scenarios all the processes with the value
X 2j 2 attribute X 2 (the accident site) are selected.
 From the array of implementation of accident scenarios, received from operations carried out in
paragraph 2, with the help of an automated data system distribution of processes emergencies
histogram can be built on the basis of X 3 (mode of the accident). The result is a number of
2
1
emergency scenarios implemented in each element of the column X j1  const ; X j 2 const at the
3

3 ),
space of attributes distributed by characteristic values of attribute X : X 3j 3 ( J 3 1, 2, . . . , J max

which means that numbers N ( X 1j1  const ; X 2j 2  const ; X 3j3 ) are obtained.
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 By dividing the numbers N, obtained in step 3 by the total number of pending emergency
situations N0 can be founded the desired frequency of implementations of processes
emergencies:
(X

1
j1

 const; X

2
j2

3

 const; X j3 ) 

N( X

1
j1

 const; X

2
j2

3

 const; X j3 ) ,

(10)

N0

i.e. distribution of processes’ mode is taking place at scene X 2  const . due to the cause X 11  const .
2
j

 To get the frequency

j

distribution of the character and place of accidents that have occurred

due to X 11 const it is necessary to perform operation of paragraphs 3 and 4 of this algorithm
j

2
cyclically for all characteristic values X 2 : X 22 ( j 2 1, 2, . . . , j max
).
j

 For the implementation of the processes of frequencies emergencies around the threedimensional space of attributes it is necessary to cyclically repeat steps 1-5 of the algorithm for
all the characteristic values of X 1 : X 11 ( j1  1,2,..., j1max) .
j

The result of this algorithm gives a list of really existent classes of accident scenarios and the
frequency of their implementation. The algorithm described above allows receiving function
( X 11 , X 22 , X 33 ) in three-dimensional space of attributes, which defines as the class of scenarios of
j

j

j

emergency situations as the frequency of their implementation [29-34].
The function
( X 11 , X 22 , X 33 ) determines general regularities of processes of accidental
j

j

j

situation's scenario development on hydroelectric power stations. But, obviously, it can't take in
account the individual distinctive features of each particular object.

4 Conclusions
So here is the question of how to complement existing information about typical patterns with data
that take into account the specific features of the object. It is impossible to reveal the statistical
regularities of emergencies at a particular object, as if it has a large number of accidents it has to be
closed. Therefore, the only way to obtain the necessary baseline information is to use the experience
and knowledge of adepts, treated by the expert evaluation method.
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